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T he sign that Mercury occupies shows the language you 
speak to understand, communicate, and narrate the 
story of your “little r” reality. The element of the sign is 

the dominant language and gives specific guidance about how and 
why you tell you story. The sign itself is a dialect of that language 
and provides additional, more specific information about how you 
attempt to understand and communicate.

JOURNAL QUESTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS

Read the descriptions below, and then go back and revisit each 
of the earlier journal questions. Review your answers, and then 
expand on them, incorporating the new information about the 
language you speak. Focus on how and why you express Mercury.

Mercury in Fire Signs
With Mercury in a Fire sign, your story is active, intense, and passionate. 
You leap from one idea to the next, making abstract associations 
that reach for higher vibrations and greater levels of truth. And yet 
your passion and intensity can only be sustained as long as you have 
sufficient fuel. You need new experiences and a constant supply of 
new information to successfully navigate your “little r” reality.

You understand and process information through action and 
direct experience. When you communicate, you express the truth as 
you perceive it. You are inherently honest in your communication, 
but you can also be passionate and intense. Words are actions to you, 
and you can never quite accept that this isn’t true for everyone. You 
appreciate the value of details, but you have difficulty dealing with 
too many details at once. You find the language of Earth to be especially difficult because it’s 
slow, methodical, and concrete, and sequential in its approach. As far as you’re concerned, 
communication should soar to great heights, and people who speak the language of Earth are 
hopelessly grounded.
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Mercury in Sagittarius
The story that Mercury in Sagittarius tells is an epic adventure. You travel the world, encountering 
new ideas, philosophies, cultures and perspectives. Each new adventure, opportunity and 
experience brings you close to a personal understanding of the truth of your “Big S” Self, 
and your place in the grand scheme of creation. The themes of Mercury in Sagittarius’ story 
include loyalty, betrayal, freedom, personal discovery, and the quest for truth. Pride is the 
biggest challenge for Mercury in Sagittarius, causing you to believe that your “little r” reality 
represents absolute truth. 

When you are in Right Relationship with Mercury in Sagittarius, you delight in each new 
experience. Every time you learn something new, your understanding of how you fit into 
the Universe expands. What amazes you is how many different stories and “little r” realities 
exist simultaneously, and how much they all have in common. You recognize that everyone is 
searching for the truth, and you marvel at how something as universal and absolute as truth 
can also be so personal and specific. You are dedicated to your search for the one path that will 
lead you to truth, yet you temper this search with the understanding that the right path for 
you may only be the right path for you. Others may not be able to follow your path, just as you 
may not be able to follow their teaching and philosophies. The only way to know if a particular 
belief system supports you is to try it for yourself. You adopt and discard new ideas and beliefs 
with compassion and generosity of spirit. In your story, you are free to pursue your path, and 
you allow others the freedom to pursue theirs. After all, what matters is the destination, not 
the path. All roads eventually lead to the same truth. 

When you are out of alignment with Mercury in Sagittarius, you lack a connection to 
your “Big S” Self, and identify completely with your “little s” self. You worry that you lack 
perspective and that you are lost in the story of your “little r” reality, and with good reason. 
The “little s” self is not capable of differentiating between reality and truth. You believe that 
there must be an absolute path that leads to absolute truth. The path you follow, however, is 
littered with false prophets and misleading beliefs and ideas. Each time you become aware of 
these deceptions, you experience shame and betrayal. You compensate with pride, convincing 
yourself that whatever beliefs you hold represent the only path to truth. You refuse to accept 
that there may, in fact, be more than one path to truth. The presence of multiple paths would 
mean that you could be following the wrong path yet again, and the pain of that humiliation 
would be unbearable. You lack faith, because you are disconnected from your “Big S” Self, 
so instead, you rely on belief. You step outside of “My Business,” and into “Other People’s 
Business,” proselytizing in an attempt to convince others that you are right, and that your 
reality is, in fact, true. You have no tolerance for any opinions or points of view that differ 
from your own.


